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The Deregulatory First Amendment at Work

Charlotte Garden*

INTRODUCTION

It has been more than seventy years since Justice Hugo Black wrote that First Amendment rights were “essential to the poorly financed causes of little people.”1 Since then, the well-financed causes of the powerful have discovered the First Amendment as well, deploying it to crowd out the little people in electoral politics and undo their legislative successes in the courts. The seeds for this project were planted in the 1970s—the decade in which Justice Lewis Powell joined the Court, and in which the Court decided both Buckley v. Valeo2 and Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc3—and they are now in full bloom.

In this Article, I discuss a new generation of deregulatory First Amendment theories, and their potentially calamitous effects on workers if courts accept them. This is not to suggest deregulatory First Amendment cases are missing from other areas of life; to the contrary, consumer protection, public health, securities regulation, and election law are also targets.4 But it is illuminating to examine challenges arising in the workplace context for two reasons: first, the great (or terrible) variety of forms that the challenges take; and second, the close analogy to the Lochner-era substantive due process cases that struck down workplace regulations in the name of freedom of contract. However, there is also at least one key difference between these emerging First Amendment theories and Lochner—only the former are

* Associate Professor, Seattle University School of Law. I am grateful for comments on this Article from Brooke Coleman, Nancy Leong, and Andrew Siegel, as well as participants in the 2015 Colloquium on Scholarship in Employment and Labor Law at Indiana University Maurer School of Law; the 2015 meeting of the Law & Society Association in Seattle; and the 2015 Seattle University Summer Workshop Series. I am also grateful to the editors of the Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review for their conscientious work on this article.

4 See, e.g., McCutcheon v. FEC, 134 S. Ct. 1434, 1443 (2014) (striking down Federal Election Campaign Act’s aggregate limit on individual contributions to federal candidates and party committees); Edwards v. Dist. of Columbia, 755 F.3d 996 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (holding that proffered interest in ensuring that consumers receive a quality experience was insufficient D.C. licensing requirement for tour guides); Wagner v. FEC, 793 F.3d 1, 26 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (rejecting First Amendment challenge to Federal Election Campaign Act ban on campaign contributions from government contractors); Am. Meat Inst. v. USDA, 760 F.3d 18, 23–24 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (en banc) (upholding “country of origin” labeling requirement applicable to meat producers, and reversing prior D.C. Circuit opinions that struck down the SEC’s conflict minerals disclosure rule, and the NLRB’s notice-posting rule); see also Robert Post & Amanda Shanor, Adam Smith’s First Amendment, 128 Harv. L. Rev. F. 165, 167 & n.13 (2015) (accumulating cases).
closely linked to an enumerated part of the Constitution, which may be important in marshaling the support of some conservative judges and justices for the greater deregulatory project.

That project is broad in scope, and it is increasingly well received by conservative judges. For instance, Judge Janice Rogers Brown of the District of Columbia Circuit recently authored a concurring opinion that argued in favor of resurrecting heightened scrutiny for economic rights in a case involving the USDA’s regulation of milk prices. In Judge Brown’s view (as well as that of Judge David Sentelle, who joined the opinion, and possibly even Judge Thomas Griffith, who did not join but nonetheless wrote that he was “by no means unsympathetic”), Article III courts should be able to step in when “the government has thwarted the free market” to protect a faction. Putting a finer point on it, Judge Brown added that these market interventions “just seem[] like a crime.” Judge Brown’s opinion did not come in a labor case, but her disdain for “collectivization” schemes would translate easily into the labor context—as evidenced by her earlier remarks arguing that New Deal precedent such as *NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation* represented “the triumph of our socialist revolution,” and analogizing the liberal welfare state to “slavery.”

Yet, as Judge Brown acknowledged, these arguments are squarely closed off; with the exception of Justice Thomas, no modern Supreme Court justice has been willing to revisit them. But, to proponents of the theories described in this Article, the First Amendment provides a possible workaround, if only courts can be convinced to apply it frequently and robustly to protect businesses’ day-to-day activities involving speech. If these advocates

---


6 Hettinga v. United States, 677 F.3d 471, 475 (DC Cir. 2012) (Brown, J., concurring). The USDA’s rule eliminated an exemption for certain vertically integrated milk producers, meaning that they would have to comply with the “pricing and pooling requirements of federal milk marketing orders.” Judge Brown’s opinion was remarkable, beginning with the observation that the Hettingas no doubt would have wished to make the long-foreclosed argument that “the operation and production of their enterprises had been impermissibly collectivized.”

7 *Id.* at 483.

8 *Id.*

9 *Id.* (emphasis in original).

10 301 U.S. 1 (1937); see also *id.* at 30 (upholding National Labor Relations Act as valid exercise of Congress’s Commerce Clause authority).


12 Justice Clarence Thomas’s view of the Commerce Clause already has much in common with pre-New Deal Constitutional principles. See United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549, 597–99 (Thomas, J., concurring) (characterizing the “substantial effects” test as “but an innovation of the 20th century”). And, while Justice Thomas rejects modern substantive due process, e.g., Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 605 (2003) (Thomas, J., concurring), he has also called for reinvigoration of the Fourteenth Amendment’s Privileges and Immunities Clause; in that regard, he has argued that the *Slaughterhouse Cases*, in which the Court rejected the argument that that clause secured economic rights, were wrongly decided. *Saenz v. Roe*, 526 U.S. 489, 522–23 (Thomas, J., dissenting).
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succeed, important workplace protections will be lost for many; as one scholar put it, “[b]ecause nearly all human action operates through communication or expression, the First Amendment poses near total deregulatory potential.”

The purpose of this Article is primarily to identify emerging First Amendment theories aimed at deregulating the workplace, many of which have escaped notice thus far. In addition, it urges that, although many of these theories are a stretch for now, individual deregulatory First Amendment cases should not be viewed as outliers: the outward push is occurring simultaneously on multiple fronts, and its standard-bearers include some exceedingly well-respected and influential lawyers. In that regard, the Article also urges greater attention to the potential consequences of the deregulatory First Amendment in the information economy.

Part I of this Article discusses the recent history of the deregulatory First Amendment, beginning with the Supreme Court’s adoption of First Amendment protections for commercial speech in 1976 before discussing key recent deregulatory cases. This Part is intended to provide a working overview of the deregulatory First Amendment, and to identify certain themes that are relevant to Part II of this Article. Then, Part II turns to the future: what might the deregulatory First Amendment look like if its proponents are victorious in the courts? Here, I identify three themes, which are mutually reinforcing and overlapping: First, that compelled speech and subsidization of speech, including commercial speech, will be more robustly protected than it currently is; second, that more business activities that implicate speech—even very indirectly—will be covered by the First Amendment; and third, that changing statutory baselines that alter incentives to speak will implicate the First Amendment.

I. Laying the Groundwork

A. The Emerging Deregulatory First Amendment at the Supreme Court

The deregulatory First Amendment had a renaissance in the 1970s, with the Court holding that commercial speech was entitled to First Amendment protection, that attempts to equalize election spending were constitutionally suspect, and that a for-profit, non-expressive corporation had its own First Amendment rights. Thus, in 1987, Cass Sunstein wrote that cases like

14 Thus, the Article does not undertake a detailed analysis or rebuttal of each argument; rather, it provides a foundation for others to engage in such work in the future.
Buckley—and not substantive due process-based privacy or reproductive autonomy cases—were the true descendants of *Lochner*.

In support of his thesis, Sunstein identified key similarities between *Lochner*, and *Buckley*, as well as cases arising in other areas of law: "The key concepts here are . . . government inaction, the existing distribution of wealth and entitlements, and the baseline set by the common law." More recently, other scholars have also noted a deregulatory or Lochnerian turn in constitutional law, and especially in First Amendment law.

Independent political spending could not be applied to corporation that “was formed for the express purpose of promoting political ideas”.

Sunstein explained further that, for the *Lochner* Court, as well as for the Court in more recent decisions: Governmental intervention was constitutionally troublesome, whereas inaction was not; and both neutrality and inaction were defined as respect for the behavior of private actors pursuant to the common law, in light of the existing distribution of wealth and entitlements. Market ordering under the common law was understood to be a part of nature rather than a legal constrict, and it formed the baseline from which to measure the constitutionally critical lines that distinguished action from inaction and neutrality from impermissible partisanship.

Id. at 874.

The origin of this deregulatory turn in First Amendment law is sometimes attributed to Justice Powell, both because he authored key opinions extending First Amendment rights for corporations, and because of his now-infamous “Powell memo.” That memo, drafted in 1971 while Powell was in private practice, urged “a broad, multi-channel effort at mobilizing corporations and their resources to defend capitalism and the ‘free enterprise system’” on college campuses, in the media, among politicians, and in the courts. As to the last, Powell urged the Chamber of Commerce to model itself after the ACLU, labor unions, and civil rights groups by strategically initiating lawsuits and filing amicus briefs—a role that the Chamber took on with gusto and continues to pursue today. But the Powell memo was light on specifics. The memo contained no blueprint for what a pro-business First Amendment might look like; that plan came from elsewhere, developed by lawyers and academics.

During that same period, a certain ambivalence—or even skepticism—about expanding the First Amendment to advance commercial speech interests in the litigation choices of Movement lawyers. For example, consider the case that first clearly announced First Amendment coverage for commercial speech: Virginia State Board of Pharmacy, in which the Court invalidated on First Amendment grounds a Virginia statute forbidding the advertisement of prescription drug prices. The plaintiffs in Virginia State Board of Pharmacy were represented not by a conservative or pro-business group, but instead by Alan Morrison of the liberal Public Citizen Litigation Group, which he co-founded with Ralph Nader in 1972. Moreover, this

24 See Martin H. Redish, The First Amendment in the Marketplace: Commercial Speech and the Values of Free Expression, 39 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 429 (1971); see also TELEs, THE RISE OF THE CONSERVATIVE LEGAL MOVEMENT 84 (reporting Center for Applied Jurisprudence panel on the First Amendment as “mostly on commercial speech; dominated, intellectually, by Mike McConnell and Lillian BeVier”).
25 See 425 U.S. at 761–62 (stating that “the speech whose content deprives it of protection cannot simply be speech on a commercial subject”). The Court had disposed of a handful of other cases involving commercial advertisements before Virginia Bd. of Pharmacy, but it was the first to plainly overrule Valentine v. Chrestensen, 316 U.S. 52 (1942), in which the Court held that “the Constitution imposes no such restraint on government as respects purely commercial advertising,” id. at 54. See Genevieve Lakier, The Invention of Low Value Speech, 128 HARV. L. REV. 2166, 2182 (2015).
was not a case of strange bedfellows; amazingly, by today’s standards, the case drew almost no amicus brief submissions at all, and none from either conservative or liberal legal movement groups.²⁷ (This lack of amicus interest partially reflects the fact that fewer amicus briefs were filed in prior decades than today; still, amicus briefs were becoming increasingly common by the time Public Citizen litigated Virginia State Board of Pharmacy.²⁸)

This relative disinterest might be shocking to a modern-day observer, but it was at the time consistent with much academic and judicial thought about commercial speech among both liberals and conservatives.²⁹ For example, in 1971, Robert Bork, who would become a District of Columbia Circuit Judge and Supreme Court nominee, wrote that “[c]onstitutional protection should be accorded only to speech that is explicitly political. There is no basis for judicial intervention to protect any other form of expression, be it scientific, literary or that variety of expression we call obscene or pornographic.”³⁰ It is telling that Judge Bork felt no need even to list “advertising” as a form of speech outside First Amendment protection, as though that point was self-evident. Similarly, throughout his career, Chief Justice William Rehnquist authored dissents in key cases that advanced commercial speech rights, including in Virginia State Board of Pharmacy and Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission,³¹ where he charged that by elevating the First Amendment status of commercial speech, the Court “returns to the bygone era of Lochner v. New York.”³² This is not to say this view was unanimous; liberal-leaning Martin Redish famously argued in 1971—the same year that Justice Powell wrote his memo—that commercial speech could be as equally valuable to listeners as other types of speech and therefore deserved similar First Amendment protection, and some movement conservatives made similar arguments.³³

This skepticism was in part linked to doctrinal concerns. Some prominent members of the conservative legal movement of the 1970s and 1980s

²⁷ See Docket, Virginia State Bd. of Pharmacy, No. 74-895 (U.S.) (reflecting amicus briefs filed by the American Association of Retired Persons & National Retired Teachers Association; Osco Drug, Inc. and the Association of National Advertisers, Inc.).
²⁸ Kearney & Merrill, supra note 23 at 751.
²⁹ See C. Edwin Baker, The First Amendment and Commercial Speech, 84 IND. L.J. 981, 982 (2009) (discussing history of scholarship and judicial opinions regarding commercial speech); Lillian R. BeVier, The First Amendment and Political Speech: An Inquiry Into the Substance and Limits of Principle, 30 STAN. L. REV. 299, 355 (1978) (criticizing Virginia Pharmacy as “not justified either by principle or by pragmatic or institutional concerns related to principle”); Jackson & Jeffries, supra note 18 at 5–6 (arguing that Virginia Pharmacy was “decided wrongly” because commercial speech does not advance First Amendment values).
³² E.g., id. at 591; see also Earl M. Maltz, The Strange Career of Commercial Speech, 6 CHAP. L. REV. 161, 167 (2003) (discussing Chief Justice Rehnquist’s views on commercial speech and noting that “[i]n 1976, then-Justice Rehnquist’s views were seen as epitomizing conservative jurisprudence”).
³³ See generally Redish, supra note 24; Shanor, supra note 13, at 140–42.
responded to perceived excesses of the Warren and Burger Courts by calling for more restraint in constitutional interpretation; arguments for First Amendment coverage for commercial speech would have sat in tension with this approach. Additionally, Stephen Teles has posited that conservatives' initial lack of attention, and even hostility, to the deregulatory First Amendment was because "[t]he most mobilized interest of conservatives in the early 1970s was business, a problematic ally for the cause because of its unreliable opposition—and frequent support—for state activism." In other words, business supporters of newly forming conservative legal activist groups had learned to work within existing regulatory frameworks (perhaps even concluding that they benefitted from those frameworks), and therefore felt little need to prioritize toppling them through litigation. Relatedly, many conservative attorneys and scholars simply had other First Amendment priorities. Thus, when President Ronald Reagan's Office of Legal Policy generated a pair of lengthy documents about the Department of Justice's positions on a variety of constitutional issues, they contained nothing about advancing business interests under the First Amendment. Instead, they focused more closely on "culture war" issues, such as religious freedom and the right of groups to exclude unwanted members.

Moreover, some key early cases involving commercial First Amendment rights arose in the context of "culture war" issues, in which the socially conservative position was not aligned with the pro-speech position. Virginia State Board of Pharmacy is not such a case—but it followed on the heels of Bigelow v. Virginia, in which the Court struck down on First Amendment grounds the conviction of a newspaper editor under a criminal ban on the advertisement of abortion services. The two amicus briefs filed in Bigelow are telling. In one brief, Public Citizen previewed the argument that it would successfully make in Virginia State Board of Pharmacy: that the advertising restrictions at issue in the case harmed listeners' interests in obtaining information. In the other brief, the group Virginia Right to Life argued that "commercial advertisement . . . has no protection under the First Amendment."

---

34 See, e.g., BeVier, supra note 29 at 304 (arguing that "the only legitimate sources of constitutional principle are the words of the Constitution itself, and the inferences that reasonably can be drawn from its text, from its history, and from the structure of government it prescribes").

35 TELES, supra note 24, at 58.


38 See id. at 825.

Amendment.”

Then, the following year, the Court rejected a First Amendment challenge brought by "operators of two adult motion picture theaters" to an "anti-skid row ordinance." Again, amicus participation was scant, with just the American Civil Liberties Union and the Motion Picture Association of America weighing in on the theaters' side. Arising in these contexts, First Amendment protections for commercial speech must have seemed like a mixed bag, at best, to many conservatives.

Still, Virginia State Board of Pharmacy represented a turning point, providing a toe-hold for deregulatory and pro-business First Amendment cases, which soon (and inevitably, given our common law system) began to emerge. By 1980, when Justice Powell announced the primary test applicable to the regulation of commercial speech in Central Hudson, the players in the deregulatory First Amendment landscape had begun to line up in a way that would be more recognizable today. In that case, three conservative movement groups and the Chamber of Commerce filed amicus briefs in opposition to New York's ban on advertising by electric utilities; environmental and consumer groups filed amicus briefs in support of the state. Academics, too, developed creative new ways to push at the boundaries of

---

43 Frederick Schauer, The Politics and Incentives of First Amendment Coverage, 56 WM & MARY L. REV. 1613, 1625-26 (2015) (discussing why lawyering is "opportunistic," in the sense that when courts embrace novel First Amendment theories, litigants will tend to recast their claims in First Amendment terms).
44 For example, several conservative groups and the Chamber of Commerce filed amicus briefs in support of the petitioners in Bellotti, in which the Court struck down a Massachusetts law prohibiting banks and corporations from making contributions or expenditures to influence certain voter referenda, see 435 U.S. at 768. See, e.g., Motion of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America for Leave to File a Brief Amicus Curiae and Brief Amici Curiae in Support of Appellants, Bellotti, Case No. 76-1172, June 2, 1977; Motion for Leave to File Brief as Amici Curiae and Brief Amici Curiae Northeastern Legal Fdn. And Mid-America Legal Fdn. In Support of Appellants, Bellotti, Case No. 76-1172, June 10, 1977.
45 Justice Powell wrote:

At the outset, we must determine whether the expression is protected by the First Amendment. For commercial speech to come within that provision, it at least must concern lawful activity and not be misleading. Next, we ask whether the asserted governmental interest is substantial. If both inquiries yield positive answers, we must determine whether the regulation directly advances the governmental interest asserted, and whether it is not more extensive than is necessary to serve that interest.

the First Amendment, while establishing closer ties to conservative legal groups—especially the Federalist Society—and allowing new theories to more easily be put into practice. Ultimately, even Judge Bork took a more favorable view of First Amendment protection of commercial speech, concluding that "evidence makes clear that the 'freedom of the press' protected by the Constitution extends to that which we now characterize as 'commercial speech.'"

Whatever the reasons, advances under the First Amendment by business interests have been inexorable over the past two decades. As an empirical study by John Coates IV recently concluded, "[n]early half of First Amendment legal challenges now benefit business corporations and trade groups, rather than other kinds of organizations or individuals." Further, these pro-business cases do not involve core expression, but rather entail "attacks on laws and regulations that inhibit 'speech' . . . in areas of activity incidental or instrumental to their core profit-making activity."

While Justice Powell's early call to action and later First Amendment jurisprudence helped begin the process of deregulation by First Amendment, the Roberts Court has significantly furthered the project, as discussed below. This trend is consistent with the generally pro-business orientation of the Roberts Court, which was found to be "much friendlier to business than either the Burger or Rehnquist Courts" in a study by Lee Epstein, William M. Landes, and Judge Richard Posner. Moreover, the study found that "five of the ten Justices who . . . have been the most favorable to business are currently serving, with two of them ranking at the very top among the thirty-six Justices in our study." Unsurprisingly, they are, in order, Justice Samuel Alito, Chief Justice John Roberts, Justice Clarence Thomas, Justice Anthony Kennedy, and the late Justice Antonin Scalia, with Justice Alito and Chief Justice Roberts in positions one and two, respectively of the thirty-six justices studied. Justice Powell ranked number nine—ranking below four of the current Justices, and only one spot above Justice Scalia.

---

48 See Teles, supra note 24, at 82–84 (noting that “by the mid-1980s the conservative movement had developed a cadres of activists and thinkers whose primary commitment was to a set of ideas rather than the defense of particular interests or constituencies,” and describing a conference featuring panels “mostly on commercial speech[ ] dominated, intellectually, by [Michael] McConnell and Lillian BeVier”).
50 Coates, supra note 21, at 223.
51 Id. at 249.
53 Id.
54 Id. at 1450 (table 7).
55 Id.
B. Recent Cases: A Preview of Things to Come?

All this is to say that much has already changed in the last three decades of First Amendment jurisprudence. But, as the next section discusses, the new generation of legal challenges would expand First Amendment protections significantly beyond today’s (already expanded) limits. These new challenges rely on several different strands of First Amendment law, but three cases, each authored by Justice Kennedy, deserve special mention: United States v. United Foods, Inc.,56 Citizens United v. FEC,57 and Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc.58 Together, these cases: (1) expand the scope of activity to which the First Amendment applies, covering more economic activity that incidentally involves or affects speech; (2) embrace a more absolutist approach to the First Amendment than the balancing favored by many earlier Courts and Justices, including Justice Powell, by ratcheting up the level of First Amendment scrutiny for restrictions on commercial or economically motivated speech or compelled subsidization of speech; and (3) signal the Court’s willingness to entertain new or aggressive forms of deregulatory First Amendment challenges, in turn prompting more litigants to advance novel free speech arguments. Given these cases’ pivotal position in advancing the deregulatory First Amendment, it is worth briefly discussing their significance.59

First, in United Foods, the Court held that the Department of Agriculture could not require mushroom producers to contribute to a generic advertising fund when the contributions were not part of a comprehensive scheme of economic regulation. The Court decided the issue narrowly and avoided explicitly overruling any prior cases, including Glickman v. Wileman Brothers & Elliott, Inc.,60 in which the Court upheld mandatory contributions to a slightly different generic advertising scheme.61 Yet, the decision matters for two reasons relevant to this Article. First, the Court muddied the difference between compelled speech and compelled subsidization of speech, suggesting that the two were equivalent in at least some contexts.62 (The Court later further elided that difference in Knox v. Service Employees International Union, Local 1000,63 describing mandatory union fees as “a form of

57 558 U.S. 310 (2010).
61 See id. at 474.
62 See 533 U.S. at 410–11 (citing cases concerning compelled speech and compelled subsidization of speech); cf. Glickman, 521 U.S. at 470-71 ("The use of assessments to pay for advertising does not require respondents to repeat an objectionable message out of their own mouths.").
compelled speech and association” and citing *United Foods*. Then, once the Court had identified the challenged constitutional harm as tantamount to compelled speech, it decided heightened scrutiny should apply; in contrast, earlier decisions had suggested that, to the extent compelled subsidization of speech implicated the First Amendment at all, a more generous balancing test was appropriate. Thus, *United Foods* is significant in large part because of its discussion of the level of scrutiny to be applied to claims involving mandatory subsidization of economic speech or association.

The second aspect of *United Foods* relevant to this Article is the Court’s conclusion that, as a matter of “First Amendment values,” the “general rule is that the speaker and the audience, not the government, assess the value of the information presented.” That is, courts cannot be entrusted to decide whether an objection to generic mushroom advertising contributes significantly to democratic deliberation and self-governance, the marketplace of ideas, or any other abstract First Amendment value; instead, courts must leave it to speakers to decide what matters. Put another way, if a speaker concludes that a generic advertising assessment is worth making a federal case over, who is the court to say otherwise?

---

64 Id. at 2289.
65 Compare *Abood v. Detroit Bd. of Educ.*, 431 U.S. 209, 224 (1977) (holding that “important government interests . . . presumptively support the impingement upon association freedom created by the agency shop”), *with Knox*, 132 S. Ct. at 2289 (stating that strict scrutiny applies to “mandatory associations” and citing *United Foods*); see also, *Glickman*, 521 U.S. at 469–70 (distinguishing agricultural advertising subsidies from previous compelled subsidization of speech cases including *Abood* because: “First, the marketing orders impose no restraint on the freedom of any producer to communicate any message to any audience. Second, they do not compel any person to engage in any actual or symbolic speech. Third, they do not compel the producers to endorse or to finance any political or ideological views”).
66 533 U.S. at 411 (quotation mark omitted) (quoting *Edenfield v. Fane*, 507 U.S. 761, 767 (1993)). *Edenfield* itself is a significant case for the development of the deregulatory First Amendment; in that case, the Court, in an opinion authored by Justice Kennedy, struck down a Florida law banning certified public accountants from making direct personal solicitations to potential clients. See 507 U.S. at 763–64. Justice Kennedy wrote that the law “threatens societal interests in broad access to complete and accurate commercial information that First Amendment coverage of commercial speech is designed to safeguard,” id. at 767, though he also squarely applied traditional intermediate scrutiny in striking down the law, see id. at 767.
67 See Robert Post, *The Constitutional Status of Commercial Speech*, 48 UCLA L. REV. 1, 9–10 (2000) (arguing that First Amendment scrutiny “is brought to bear only when the regulation of communication affects a constitutional value specifically protected by the First Amendment”); Horwitz, *supra* note 20, at 113 (“Such a ‘content neutral’ approach [to the First Amendment] necessarily ignores what had originally been the central practical goal of modern First Amendment history: the use of free speech doctrine to ‘level the playing field’ in order to provide economically or socially weak political dissidents with a chance to engage in political debate.”).
68 See Robert Post, *Compelled Subsidization of Speech*: *Johanns v. Livestock Marketing Association*, 2005 SUP. CT. REV. 195, 216 (2005) (reasoning that the *United Foods* principle that “‘First Amendment concerns apply’ whenever the state requires persons to ‘subsidize speech with which they disagree’” is “false” because “First Amendment concerns are not automatically aroused when persons are forced to speak in ways that they find objectionable”); Julie E. Cohen, *The Zombie First Amendment*, 56 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1119, 1122 (2015) (First Amendment decisions including *Sorrell* are “are infused with the neoliberal tropes of economic liberty and consumerist participation, and the label ‘speech’ has become a fig leaf
This approach is a significant turn from Justice Stevens’ analysis in *Glickman*. For Justice Stevens, it was easy to conclude that a stone fruit subsidy did not “compel the producers to endorse or to finance any political or ideological views,” or to refrain from expressing any views—even contrary ones—on their own dime.69 With that conclusion, Justice Stevens took the compelled advertising scheme out of the realm of the First Amendment altogether, grouping it instead with other forms of ordinary market regulation that have been subject only to rational basis review since the Court’s rejection of *Lochner* in 1937.70 Thus, the mere fact that advertising involves speech was not enough to bring the First Amendment into play for the *Glickman* majority; instead, the Court looked to the general character of the regulation to assess whether it implicated genuine First Amendment concerns, or whether the case was instead an attempt at an end-run around the Court’s rejection of heightened scrutiny for economic due process-type claims.

In declining to overrule *Glickman*, Justice Kennedy was left to backfill a basis to distinguish that decision. The one he chose was that the advertising order in *Glickman* was part of a more extensive scheme of economic regulation that prohibited certain market competition between producers.71 Thus, after *United Foods*, governments may compel producers to subsidize private advertising only when it also restricts their market freedom in ways that do not involve speech.72 Yet all market participants are restricted in innumerable ways that do and do not involve speech—for example, most market participants must comply with prohibitions on anticompetitive activity, with labor and employment law, and with deceptive advertising rules. Thus, Kennedy’s *United Foods* rule must be more limited; presumably confined to those situations in which the same regulatory scheme both restricts market behavior and compels producers to subsidize advertising, with the restriction and the subsidy aimed at the same goal.73 The upshot is that, under *United Foods*, more market regulation comes in for more rigorous

---

70 See West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, 300 U.S. 379, 393 (1937) (“In dealing with the relation of employer and employed, the [state] has necessarily a wide field of discretion in order that there may be suitable protection of health and safety, and that peace and good order may be promoted . . . .”).
71 See 533 U.S. at 412 (“The California tree fruits were marketed ‘pursuant to detailed marketing orders that had displaced many aspects of independent business activity.’”).
72 Alternatively, the government may assess fees if it then uses them to fund its own speech. See Johanns v. Livestock Marketing Ass’n, 544 U.S. 550, 562 (2005) (“When . . . the government sets the overall message to be communicated and approves every word that is disseminated, it is not precluded from relying on the government-speech doctrine merely because it solicits assistance from nongovernmental sources in developing specific messages.”).
73 533 U.S. at 412 (“[A]lmost all of the funds collected under the mandatory assessments are for one purpose: generic advertising. Beyond the collection and disbursement of advertising funds, there are no marketing orders that regulate how mushrooms may be produced and sold, no exemption from the antitrust laws, and nothing preventing individual producers from making their own marketing decisions.”).
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First Amendment scrutiny; in contrast, the Glickman rule left government a freer hand with respect to compelled subsidization of speech, provided that there was no recognizably ideological or political component involved. Or, as the United Foods dissenter put it, the majority’s rule risks “creating through its First Amendment analysis a serious obstacle to the operation of well-established, legislatively created, regulatory programs, thereby seriously hindering the operation of that democratic self-government that the Constitution seeks to create and to protect.”

Several years later, the Court in Sorrell compounded the effects of United Foods by holding that regulations targeting commercial dealings in information can be content- and speaker-based discrimination deserving of “heightened” First Amendment scrutiny. Specifically, the Court struck down a Vermont law prohibiting pharmaceutical marketers from buying or using pharmacy records that revealed individual physicians’ prescribing practices. The statute did not prohibit pharmaceutical marketing—it simply made the marketing harder by depriving marketers of information that might allow them to better target their efforts at individual physicians. Thus, Vermont and some of its amici argued that the law did not regulate speech at all, but rather banned a species of commerce. That argument had been accepted by the First Circuit in a related case, which put it like this:

[T]his is a situation in which information itself has become a commodity. The plaintiffs, who are in the business of harvesting, refining, and selling this commodity, ask us in essence to rule that because their product is information instead of, say, beef jerky, any regulation constitutes a restriction of speech. We think that such an interpretation stretches the fabric of the First Amendment beyond any rational measure.

The Sorrell majority, however, rejected that argument because “the creation and dissemination of information are speech within the meaning of the First Amendment.” Then, the Court focused on the fact that the law targeted a single type of market actor—pharmaceutical marketers—who wanted to use physician information to facilitate their speech. Thus, the Court concluded not only that the law implicated the First Amendment, but also that it dis-

---

74 533 U.S. at 425 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
75 See 131 S. Ct. at 2659 (holding that a statute restricting on “sale, disclosure, and use of pharmacy records . . . must be subjected to heightened judicial scrutiny” because the statute targets “[s]peech in aid of pharmaceutical marketing”).
76 Id.
77 IMS Health Inc. v. Ayotte, 550 F.3d 42, 53 (1st Cir. 2008), abrogated by Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2659.
78 Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2667.
79 See id. at 2663 (“On its face, Vermont’s law enacts content-and speaker-based restrictions on the sale, disclosure, and use of prescriber-identifying information.”).
criminated based on viewpoint. The result is at least a strong implication that laws targeting data-mining operations or otherwise protecting the privacy of certain information will now be subject to heightened First Amendment scrutiny. As to what level of heightened scrutiny, the Court held that at least intermediate scrutiny would apply, but it intimated that something "stricter" might be called for when laws target commercial information purchasers or users only, leaving others (such as academics or non-profits) unregulated.

Despite the Court's occasional protestations to the contrary, regulations that come in for heightened scrutiny are usually not long for this world, and Sorrell was not an exceptional case. Much as he did in Edenfield, Justice Kennedy began by describing pharmaceutical marketing—the end result of the data trade in which the Sorrell respondents engaged—as "effective and informative." Later in the decision, he wrote that "[i]f pharmaceutical marketing affects treatment decisions, it does so because doctors find it persuasive." For Justice Kennedy, then, physicians are presumptively homo economicus, immune to irrational responses to marketing efforts that could lead to worse outcomes for patients. Thus, it would not be enough for Vermont to point to changes in physician behavior resulting from personalized marketing approaches; instead, the state would also have to demonstrate worse (or more expensive) patient outcomes as a result of pharmaceutical marketing. But the process of generating this data would be difficult and expensive. If generated, perhaps it would show that Vermont's premise was flawed all along. Perhaps not. The point, though, is that whereas Vermont's efforts to regulate the pharmaceutical industry would generally be subject to rational basis review, Sorrell stands for the proposition that some form of heightened scrutiny applies where the exchange of data is restricted; those restrictions will often wither under such scrutiny. The result will be not just

80 See id. ("'In its practical operation,' Vermont's law 'goes even beyond mere content discrimination, to actual viewpoint discrimination.'" (quoting R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 391 (1992))).
81 See Ashutosh Bhagwat, Sorrell v. IMS Health: Details, Detailing, and the Death of Privacy, 36 VT. L. Rev. 855, 867-68 (2012).
82 Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2667.
83 Cf. Adam Winkler, Fatal in Theory and Strict in Fact: An Empirical Analysis of Strict Scrutiny in the Federal Courts, 59 VAND. L. Rev. 793, 844 (2006) (concluding, based on empirical analysis of how often government prevails in cases in which strict scrutiny applies, that "strict scrutiny is actually most fatal in the area of free speech, where the survival rate is 22 percent, lower than in any other right"); Jennifer L. Pomeranz, No Need to Break New Ground: A Response to the Supreme Court's Threat to Overhaul the Commercial Speech Doctrine, 45 Loy. L.A. L. Rev. 389, 391 (2012) ("The U.S. Supreme Court has not upheld a commercial speech restriction since 1995.").
84 131 S. Ct. at 1663 (citing Edenfield's description of in-person solicitation as having "considerable value").
85 131 S. Ct. at 2670.
86 See also Reza R. Dibadj, The Political Economy of Commercial Speech, 58 S.C. L. Rev. 913, 927 (2007) (discussing the role of listeners in commercial speech law, and observing that "the Court is shifting attention away from the rights of an artificial, putatively profit-seeking entity, toward those of a much more sympathetic class—the audience").
less regulation of speech, but also less regulation of markets. To be sure, this result is, in a sense, a consequence of First Amendment protection for commercial speech generally, but Sorrell’s broad language enables new arguments that (1) heightened scrutiny should apply to regulation targeting a particular set of commercial actors who are doing business via speech; and (2) regulation of the sale of raw data or data-mining services that might lead to commercial expression should be treated as equivalent to more direct regulation of speech. Or, as Justice Breyer put it in his Sorrell dissent, “[b]y inviting courts to scrutinize whether a State’s legitimate regulatory interests can be achieved in less restrictive ways whenever they touch (even indirectly) upon commercial speech, today’s majority risks repeating the mistakes of the past in a manner not anticipated by our precedents.”

I have left for last Citizens United, which has the greatest symbolic importance of the cases discussed in this Part. Citizens United is sometimes wrongly characterized as having announced for the first time that “corporations are people” (which is in turn shorthand for the principle that corporations have First Amendment rights), or that “money is speech.” Neither of those principles was original to Citizens United, though that case did apply them aggressively. Obviously Citizens United matters a great deal to campaign finance law; among other things, the importance of its holding that only quid pro quo corruption can justify limits on political spending should not be understated.

But beyond election law, Citizens United embraced the principle that speaker-based discrimination is offensive to the First Amendment: “Prohibited, too, are restrictions distinguishing among different speakers . . . Speech restrictions based on the identity of the speaker are all too often simply a means to control content.” That principle laid the groundwork for Sorrell,
where the Court was similarly distrustful of a speaker-based distinction. In addition, *Citizens United* served an important signaling function—namely, that five members of the Court were willing to reach major First Amendment holdings to strike down federal law, even when more narrow or incremental holdings were available. Specifically, the Court rejected several narrow arguments that the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act’s ban on spending from corporate general treasuries on certain independent political advocacy did not apply (or could be construed not to apply) to Citizens United’s proposed speech. Instead, the Court concluded that an incremental approach would be time-consuming, leading to “an inevitable, pervasive, and serious risk of chilling protected speech” while the law was developing. In contrast, the Court had previously proceeded in the more cautious manner that it eschewed in *Citizens United*. In that sense, *Citizens United* made the First Amendment a more salient vehicle for challenging regulatory frameworks by suggesting that the Court viewed incremental or narrow holdings—usually a sign of desirable judicial restraint—as problematic when First Amendment rights were at stake. Thus, among *Citizens United*’s most important contributions to the greater deregulatory project may have been its signal that the Roberts Court is open for business, when business wants to advance new and aggressive First Amendment theories.
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93 See Richard L. Hasen, *Constitutional Avoidance and Anti-Avoidance by the Roberts Court*, 2009 Sup. Ct. Rev. 181, 183 (2009) (“In *Citizens United*, the Court failed to dispose of the case initially through a plausible reading of a statute, setting itself up to address a constitutional question head-on that was not properly presented to the Court.”).

94 558 U.S. at 326–27.
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96 See, *e.g.*, FEC v. Mass. Citizens for Life, 479 U.S. 238, 263–64 (1986) (holding that independent spending restriction could not be applied to non-profit entity because it was “formed for the express purpose of promoting political ideas,” its fundraising “cannot be considered business activities,” and it “was not established by a business corporation or labor union”).

97 Relatedly, Julie Cohen has observed that the *Citizens United* Court privileged the ownership of “the means of communication.” As she put it, “[t]he invocation of media companies [by the *Citizens United* Court] as the paradigmatic example of corporate freedom of speech signals that the ultimate touchstone of expressive freedom is ownership of the means of communication. One who owns resources has the means to speak; one who owns the means of communication may speak most fully and completely.” Cohen, *supra* note 68, at 1124.
The legal evolution described in Part I threatens something of a perfect storm for the deregulatory First Amendment in the workplace, given the combined effects of the Court’s willingness to expand First Amendment coverage and the increase in “information work” in America. It is unsurprising, then, that employers and business advocacy groups like the International Franchise Association, the Chamber of Commerce, and the National Federation of Independent Business are aggressively pursuing novel First Amendment theories in the federal courts. Part II describes these theories.

II. NEXT GENERATION THEMES OF THE DEREGULATORY FIRST AMENDMENT

As Professor Coates’s research shows, there is a frequently invoked pro-business First Amendment “core,” which encompasses application of ordinary commercial speech principles. This Part is not about those cases. Instead, it identifies a new wave of deregulatory and pro-business First Amendment arguments that push at the First Amendment’s boundaries. This is not to predict that litigants will convince courts to adopt all of these theories—perhaps none of them will become law; perhaps some of them will, though their chances significantly decreased with Justice Scalia’s death in February 2016. But it is nonetheless significant that these arguments are being made, particularly because they are often advanced by high-profile litigators who may hope to begin the process of moving arguments from “off the wall” to “on the wall.” Further, it is an actuarial certainty that the composition of the Supreme Court will change significantly over the next ten years; future nominees, as well as the eventual confirmation of a Justice to fill Justice Scalia’s seat, will determine whether or not these First Amendment theories gain traction.

The remainder of this Article discusses themes of the emerging deregulatory First Amendment at work. While the arguments overlap and reinforce each other, I have attempted to tease apart significant strands.

A. Compelled speech or subsidization of speech should routinely be subject to strict scrutiny, requiring detailed justifications for economic regulations that involve speech or spending.

First, a new generation of arguments seeks to expand the Court’s precedents on compelled speech and subsidization of speech. Many of these cases involve the constitutionality of mandatory union fees or even union representation itself in the public sector, although novel uses of First Amendment compelled speech principles have also occurred outside of the union fees context. These arguments have had some success already, and until Justice Scalia’s death, more successes were likely to come; now, the permissible scope of public sector labor relations likely rests with Justice Scalia’s successor.
1. Public Sector Union Cases

In the previous Part, I argued that the Roberts Court’s First Amendment decisions have put wind in the sails of advocates who would make novel and aggressive use of the First Amendment as a deregulatory tool. But there is a much more specific sense in which the Court has invited recent challenges to mandatory union fees in the public sector. It is not a stretch to say that Justice Alito is the primary architect of the legal theories advanced in these cases, and that he has all but called for advocates to run with his ideas.

Justice Alito’s invitation came wrapped in the Court’s 2012 decision in Knox v. SEIU Local 1000. The pre-Knox baseline rules governing unions in the public sector—which, as discussed below, still apply—are roughly as follows. First, the National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA”) does not apply to public sector employers, leaving governments at the federal, state, and sometimes local levels to define the scope of their employees’ collective bargaining rights. The resulting legal regimes differ significantly; a small list of states have made public sector collective bargaining illegal, while others provide their public sector workers more robust bargaining rights than private sector employees enjoy under the NLRA. However, most states allow at least some public sector workers to bargain collectively, as does the federal government. Virtually all states that allow collective bargaining require elected unions to become the exclusive representative for an entire group of employees, with the union in turn required to fairly represent each worker in the bargaining unit.

While governments have a range of options regarding the scope of public sector union representation, there are also some constitutional limits. The First Amendment protects workers’ rights to refrain from union membership, and to decline to contribute money to an elected union’s activities

98 Justice Alito’s role in inviting challenges to aspects of public sector collective bargaining was most evident in Knox v. SEIU Local 1000, 132 S. Ct. 2277 (2012), and is discussed below.
99 29 U.S.C. § 2(2) (definition of “employer” “shall not include the United States or any wholly owned Government corporation, or any Federal Reserve Bank, or any State or political subdivision thereof”).
102 Slater, supra 100, 512–13 & 518–19.
103 Only three states have ever experimented with a “members only” or “proportional representation” model, in which a union represents only the employees in the bargaining unit that choose to be so represented, allowing subsets of workers within a single bargaining unit to choose representation by different unions. Martin H. Malin, Ann C. Hodges, & Joseph E. Slater, Public Sector Employment: Cases & Materials, 340 (2d ed. 2011). The only state that currently allows proportional representation is Tennessee. Tenn. Code Ann. § 49-5-605 (2011) (permitting any representative chosen by fifteen percent of teachers to participate in “collaborative conferencing”).
that are unrelated to its duties as the collective bargaining agent for a group of employees. Thus, the law currently reflects a compromise—or, as Professor Cynthia Estlund puts it, a quid pro quo—involving two parts. First, where required by a statute or a collective bargaining agreement, public sector workers can be required to pay an agency fee representing their pro-rata share of a union’s costs associated with collective bargaining and contract administration. Second, they cannot be required to fund the union’s other activities, including its political advocacy. Finally, where employees are required to pay an agency fee, the divide between chargeable and non-chargeable expenses is protected by a minimum set of procedures, known as Hudson procedures, which were first developed by the Supreme Court in *Chicago Teachers Union, Local No. 1 v. Hudson.*

For decades, the “right to work” movement has fought agency fees in legislatures and the courts. It received oblique encouragement in 2007, when Justice Scalia, upholding a state law requiring employees to affirmatively consent to contributing to union political activity, wrote that “it is undeniably unusual for a government agency to give a private entity the power, in essence, to tax government employees.” But it was 2012’s *Knox* that all but issued a request for claimants to bring cases seeking to undo *Abood’s* fundamental compromise. That invitation came in two forms. First, although the issue in *Knox* was whether a public sector union violated the First Amendment rights of represented workers when it levied a mid-year dues increase without providing a fresh *Hudson* notice, the majority characterized the *Abood* rule as “something of an anomaly.” Second, the Court granted more relief than the challengers sought: whereas the petitioners argued that they were entitled to a fresh *Hudson* notice and opportunity to opt out of non-mandatory fees when the union levied the dues increase, the Court held that the First Amendment instead required that the union obtain affirmative consent before charging represented non-members for its expenses unrelated to collective bargaining. Although the *Knox* Court for-
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107 475 U.S. 292 (1986). These procedures require unions to issue an annual notice of the employees’ right to opt out, a calculation of the agency fee based on the union’s spending during the previous year, and the right to challenge that calculation before an impartial arbitrator. Id. at 305–06.
111 Br. for Petitioners, Knox v. Serv. Emps. Int’l Union, Local 1000, No. 10-1121, 2011 WL 4100440, at *i (stating that question presented is whether “a State, consistent with the First and Fourteenth Amendments, may condition employment on the payment of a special union assessment intended solely for political purposes—a statewide ballot initiative campaign—without first providing a *Hudson* notice that includes information about that assessment and provides an opportunity to opt out of supporting those political exactions?”).
112 Knox, 132 S. Ct. at 2293.
mally limited its holding to mid-year dues increases, the implication was clear: this was an area of law in which challengers should think big.

I have argued elsewhere that the Knox's conclusions were unsupported by existing caselaw or logic, and I do not repeat those arguments here. Suffice it to say, the Court's invitation did not fall on deaf ears; many of the cases discussed in the remainder of this subsection were filed after, and apparently in response to, Knox. However, that was not strictly true of 2014's Harris v. Quinn decision, in which the Court held that Medicaid-funded home healthcare workers could not be required to pay agency fees. Harris was filed before Knox, although the Court took it up two Terms later. Nonetheless, the Harris challengers significantly expanded the scope of their arguments between their certiorari petition and merits briefing, presumably in response to Knox's encouragement. Ultimately, the Harris Court ruled for the challengers on relatively narrow grounds, holding that the Abood compromise was not justified in the context of "partial" or "quasi" public employees, such as the state-funded, but privately supervised, home healthcare aides. However, Justice Alito, again writing for the majority, devoted several pages to criticizing Abood even as applied to traditional public employees. Given that this discussion was officially dicta, Supreme Court Kremlinologists were left to speculate about its purpose: did it reflect that Justice Alito had tried and failed to win four additional votes to overrule Abood in Harris? Or was it that he was signaling that a future head-on challenge to Abood would meet a warm reception at the Court?

113 See generally Garden, Meta Rights, supra note 59, at 895–98 & 899–906.
114 134 S. Ct. 2618, 2639–40.
115 The timing of the grant of certiorari in Harris v. Quinn was, to use Justice Alito's word, anomalous. The Seventh Circuit ruled for the state and the union, and against the challengers, on Sept. 1, 2011, and the challengers filed their cert. petition on Nov. 29, 2011, several months after the Court granted cert. in Knox. Compare Docket, Knox v. SEIU Local 1000, No. 10-1121, with Docket, Harris v. Quinn, No. 11-681. That timing would have made it difficult (though not impossible) for the Court to have granted and heard Harris the same Term as Knox. However, not only did the Court not grant Harris for the same Term, it did not grant it for the following Term either; instead, it relisted the petition six times, ultimately granting it on Oct. 1, 2013 and hearing argument on Jan. 21, 2014.
116 Compare Pet. for Writ of Cert., Harris v. Quinn, No. 11-681, at *11 (Nov. 29, 2011) (arguing that home health aides could not be compelled to financially support a labor union because they were not "actual government employees"), with Br. for Petitioners, Harris v. Quinn, No. 11-681 at *16 (arguing that "Abood should be overruled").
117 Harris, 134 S. Ct. at 2638.
118 Id. at 2630–34.
In addition, Justice Alito offered a curious basis on which to distinguish *Harris* from other public employee speech cases, in which the Court had permitted government employers to limit the speech of their employees, even outside of work. Specifically, he reasoned that whereas some other employee speech cases concerned an individual employee's grievance, *Harris* involved spending in support of union bargaining for raises for all home healthcare aides, which "would almost certainly mean increased expenditures in the Medicaid program." Thus, he continued, only the latter was a matter of public concern. This reasoning was remarkable for at least three reasons. First, it implies that collective speech is entitled to more First Amendment protection than individual speech, a principle that stands at odds with the Court’s cases addressing labor union speech in other contexts. Second, it seems to suggest that a single worker who asks for a raise for all workers would be entitled to more First Amendment protection than a single worker who asks for a raise only for herself—unless there is some additional limiting principle, such as that this rule applies only when the collective speech has some likelihood of success. Third, even assuming that speech that could result in greater public expenditures is more likely to be of public concern, *Harris* ultimately concerned individual workers’ agency fees—any one of which, taken alone, is unlikely to have any effect on public expenditures.

Building on *Harris*’s dicta, a group of public employees—California teachers—soon called for the Court to overturn *Abood* and establish a constitutional “right to work” in the public sector by filing their complaint in *Friedrichs v. California Teachers Association*. In addition, the *Friedrichs* plaintiffs built on *Knox* to argue that there should be a First Amendment right to an “opt in” default rather than an “opt out” default as to any non-mandatory portion of union dues. If the Court had adopted the petitioners’ arguments in their entirety, then it would have created a new First Amendment right not to contribute money to an elected public sector union repre-
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sentative, and required unions to obtain affirmative consent from represented non-members before charging them any money.

The Supreme Court heard argument in *Friedrichs* on January 11, 2016, and the five more conservative Justices’ questions suggested a likely win for the challengers. In particular, Justice Scalia—the most likely conservative swing vote based on his prior opinions as well as his skeptical questioning of the challengers in *Harris*—seemed inclined to vote to overrule *Abood*. However, a decision overturning *Abood* was not to be. After Justice Scalia’s death in February 2016, the Court issued a single-sentence opinion stating that the Ninth Circuit’s opinion (which had simply applied *Abood*) was “affirmed by an equally divided Court.” The unanimous consensus was that public sector unions had dodged a bullet, escaped a sword of Damocles, and escaped by the skin of their teeth. Colorful metaphors aside, at the time this Article went to print, there was no end in sight to the Court’s division over *Abood*, as Senate Republicans took the position that they would not act to confirm a new justice until after the 2016 presidential election. For their part, the *Friedrichs* plaintiffs have sought to keep their case alive by filing a Petition for Rehearing, presumably hoping the Court would hold the case until it is back to full strength; however, the Court denied that Petition.

In the meantime, other recent and pending cases ask the courts to go beyond overruling *Abood* and limit public sector union representation in even more fundamental ways. First, at least three cases litigated by the National Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation argue that exclusive repre-
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sentation—decoupled from the issue of who pays for that representation—is illegal as to partial public employees. That is to say, the Plaintiffs argue that, as to publicly funded but privately supervised workers, it is unconstitutional for a public employer to choose to bargain with an elected union official over state-determined pay and other working conditions. For example, in Bierman v. Dayton, the plaintiffs' only claim is that certification of an exclusive representative for home healthcare workers is a First Amendment violation. The plaintiffs' argument, in summary, is that exclusive representation is equivalent to forced association and petitioning and is therefore unconstitutional, at least with respect to partial public employees. As they put it in an appellate brief, "Minnesota is forcing individual providers to lobby the State over its Medicaid policies through an entity the State itself designated."

To be clear, this argument has not prevailed to date, nor is it likely to do so in the future. For one thing, several members of the Court seemed distinctly skeptical of this argument during oral argument in Harris. In addition, the plaintiffs will have to distinguish or seek to have overruled the Court's decision in Minnesota State Board for Community Colleges v. Knight, which upheld Minnesota's exclusive representation rule against argument by a group of employees that they should have the same rights as an elected union to meet and confer with their employer. In their Eighth Circuit brief in Bierman, the plaintiffs argued that Knight was inapposite because, unlike in that case, the plaintiffs were not seeking bargaining rights of their own; they simply aimed to displace the union as their representative. In other words, the plaintiffs' argument was that partial public employees have a constitutional right to have public employers set terms and conditions of employment unilaterally—an argument with undeniably Lochnerian overtones. Still, the gravamen of Knight was that government employers are free
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to consult whomever they choose (and to exclude others) in setting employment policies; it is not clear why it should matter that an employer decided with whom to consult based on a union election.

In other cases, advocacy groups seek to limit unions' member recruitment opportunities or strategies. For example, in Bain v. California Teachers Association, the plaintiffs are targeting unions' abilities to offer membership incentives and limit the right to vote in union elections to members. The Bain challengers, represented by the high-profile appellate lawyer Ted Boutrous, argue that represented public sector employees "should not be forced to make the untenable choice of either (a) abandoning their First Amendment rights or (b) abandoning the employment-related benefits and voting rights that the State and the unions make available only to union members." Instead, they argue that represented workers should be free to opt out of contributing to union political activity while still enjoying the benefits of union membership. The district court rejected this argument—in my view, correctly—holding that the relationship between the union and its members did not implicate state action. However, the District Court left open the possibility that the Plaintiffs could establish state action if they "establish[ed] a connection between the unions’ relationship with a government actor and the specific decision to bundle membership requirements." Accordingly, litigation may continue in this and other cases.

Alvarez v. Inslee involves a different issue, but also concerns opportunities for unions to convince represented workers to become union members. The plaintiff in Alvarez challenges provisions of the collective bargaining agreement between Washington state and the union that represents "quasi-public" home healthcare workers in bargaining with the state over terms and conditions of employment that the state sets. Those provisions permit the union opportunities to make its case for membership during meetings and trainings that workers are required to attend, to post literature on bulletin boards likely to be seen by workers, and to display messages on the state payroll system. The plaintiff's theory is that these opportunities for the union to convey its message constitute unconstitutional "compelled receipt of speech." The plaintiff further argues that strict scrutiny is appropriate because the provisions at issue are content based.
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Similar to the exclusive representation cases, Alvarez acknowledges that the government may unilaterally subject workers to its own speech; in his view, the problem arises only when the entity engaged in speech is a private entity chosen by workers themselves. The novelty of the argument is illustrated by the Supreme Court case *Perry Education Association v. Perry Local Educators' Association*, in which an insurgent union challenged a collective bargaining agreement provision that allowed only the exclusive bargaining representative access to teacher mailboxes. The claim was somewhat different in that case—the insurgent union wanted equal access to the mailboxes, rather than to preclude the exclusive representative's access. Still, the Court did not seem to question that schools could allow "outside organizations" access to communicate with public employees in a manner similar to that challenged in *Alvarez*.

Taken together, these cases illustrate the substantial resources devoted to challenging aspects of public sector union representation on First Amendment grounds. This focus should not be taken as a sign that public sector union representation is the primary context in which compelled speech or subsidization occurs—as Robert Post has shown, many instances of compelled speech and subsidization have escaped First Amendment challenge altogether. So why the focus on public sector unions? To answer this question, one might look to unions' activity away from the bargaining table: as Daryl Levinson and Benjamin Sachs have written, "because unions are critical institutional supporters of the contemporary Democratic Party, undermining the efficacy of labor unions is a well-understood means by which incumbent Republican leaders can increase their reelection prospects." Along those lines, Michael Carvin, who argued on behalf of the *Friedrichs* challengers before the Supreme Court, pointedly commented that the case "may impede [unions'] ability to become the largest political contributors to the Democratic Party." Similarly, the CEO of the Freedom Foundation, the group funding *Mentele v. Inslee*, reportedly "told supporters he wants to force unions to spend money playing defense," "because they bankroll lib-
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eral causes and Democratic candidates." And, to the extent that decreased union participation in electoral politics means Democrats are less likely to be elected, Friedrichs and cases like it could have knock on effects beyond just their precedential holdings: they could also make it more likely that judges who are more inclined towards the deregulatory First Amendment will be appointed to the federal bench.

2. Workplace Compelled Speech Theories Outside the Agency Fee Context

Novel compelled speech arguments are not limited to the agency fee context. For example, in National Association of Manufacturers v. NLRB ("NAM"), the D.C. Circuit struck down on compelled speech grounds a National Labor Relations Board rule requiring employers to post a notice informing employees of their rights under the NLRA, and imposing penalties for failing to post the notice. Even though that case was later overturned in part by the D.C. Circuit sitting en banc, the panel’s decision has had continuing effects in terms of the notice posting requirement itself, as well as uncertainty regarding the NLRB’s ability to compel employers to notify employees of their rights.

The panel decision in NAM rested on NLRA § 8(c), which protects employers’ rights to express “any views, argument, or opinion,” but the Court also drew heavily on First Amendment caselaw. That discussion began with a citation to Sorrell for the proposition that “the ‘dissemination’ of messages others have created is entitled to the same level of protection as the ‘creation’ of messages.” Then, the Court discussed cases concerning the right against compelled speech and subsidization of speech, before rejecting the Board’s arguments that the notice posting requirement was valid because the message was non-ideological, because the poster was drafted by the Board and identifiable as the Board’s (and not the employer’s) speech, and because the Court had upheld a similar notice-posting requirement in 2003.
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This decision was surprising on several grounds, chief among them that mandatory "know your rights" posters are ubiquitous in American workplaces, with little suggestion that they violate the First Amendment. Moreover, the D.C. Circuit's opinion seemed to push at the boundaries of even United Foods, as the notice-posting requirement was a part of the broader regulatory scheme imposed by the NLRA. Alternatively, as Charles Morris has argued, one could also view the decision as standing in tension with cases involving content-neutral government regulations, including Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. v. FCC, in which the Court rejected a First Amendment challenge to the federal requirement that cable television systems carry local programming. Significantly, Turner did not analyze the "must-carry" provision as a case of compelled speech at all—instead, it applied the O'Brien test associated with content neutral laws that have the effect of hampering expressive conduct.

Importantly, NAM also read narrowly Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel, in which the Court held that "an advertiser's rights are adequately protected as long as disclosure requirements are reasonably related to the State's interest in preventing deception of consumers," at least where the disclosure involves truthful and non-controversial information. The NAM Court concluded that Zauderer applied only to mandatory disclosures necessary to fight deception. However, the en banc D.C. Circuit rejected this reading in partially overruling NAM in American Meat Institute v. US Department of Agriculture (AMI).

Still, the NAM decision has had lasting effects. First, AMI came too late for the NLRB notice posting requirement, which the Board withdrew in light of NAM and a Fourth Circuit case rejecting the rule on different grounds; perhaps the Board will attempt to revive the notice posting rule in the future, but there is currently no sign of such an effort. Second, AMI held that NAM construed Zauderer too narrowly, but did not actually address its application to the NLRB notice. As a result, employers can (and do) rely on NAM in other cases. For example, when the NLRB exercised its separate authority to conduct elections to require employers to post notices of employee rights—without the possibility of unfair labor practice liability—employer groups relied on NAM to argue that the requirement violated NLRA
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165 Charles J. Morris, Notice-Posting of Employee Rights: NLRB Rulemaking and the Upcoming Backfire, Rutgers L. Rev. 1397-99 (2015) (arguing that Turner "is directly on point").
166 520 U.S. 180 (1997).
167 471 U.S. 626 (1985); see also Shanor, supra note 13, at 147 (discussing tension between Zauderer and D.C. Circuit cases striking down compelled disclosures).
168 471 U.S. at 651.
169 717 F.3d at 959 n.18.
170 Am. Meat Inst. v. USDA, 760 F.3d 18, 23-24 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (en banc) (stating that "[t]o the extent that other cases in this circuit may be read as . . . limiting Zauderer to cases in which the government points to an interest in correcting deception, we now overrule them," and citing NAM).
171 See Chamber of Commerce v. NLRB, 721 F.3d 152 (4th Cir. 2013).
§ 8(c).

(The ensuing litigation, and the rulemaking it sought to invalidate, are discussed in greater detail in Part II.C, below.) In other words, AMI did not foreclose arguments that NAM’s conclusion should be affirmed on other grounds. These could include arguments that NLRA § 8(c) is broader than Zauderer, or that Zauderer was inapplicable because an employer found the Board’s notice to be controversial.

Third, the Court’s compelled speech analysis is a blueprint for making compelled speech arguments in other cases involving regulation of businesses, such as the one discussed in the next paragraph.

Shortly after NAM, compelled speech and subsidization arguments made another appearance in former-NLRB Member Johnson’s dissent in Purple Communications, Inc. and Communications Workers of America, AFL-CIO, in which the NLRB held that NLRA § 7175 protects employees’ rights to use their work e-mail addresses for union activity. His argument was twofold. First, he argued that employers would effectively be required to pay for employees’ “hostile speech,” either because it would be contained in e-mails composed on work time, or because of costs associated with network maintenance and storage. Second, he argued that the use of a work e-mail address lent “indicia of authority and thus the real potential of confusion.”

Former Member Johnson’s second argument reflects an empirical judgment about how recipients are likely to interpret e-mail that comes from an address linked to an employer; the NLRB majority had a different assessment, and therefore rejected the argument. But Member Johnson’s first argument relies heavily on a string of First Amendment caselaw beginning with Harris and Knox, as well NAM. Thus, following the Knox Court in equating compelled speech with compelled subsidization of speech, he concluded that “we are really telling employers they must subsidize the speech of their employees, and, thus ‘have employers say whatever the employees

---

172 Chamber of Commerce v. NLRB, 118 F. Supp. 3d 171, 190 (D.D.C. 2015) (rejecting argument that NAM controlled Board’s authority to require employers to post notice of employees rights once a petition for a union election has been filed “because the D.C. Circuit specifically distinguished the general employee rights notice involved in that case, which carried with it the unfair labor practice penalty, from the then-existing NLRB election notice posting requirement”).

173 In this regard, United Foods’ broad and speaker-defined approach to identifying controversial speech lends support to the argument that, for example, a speaker could find it controversial to inform employees of statutory rights to participate in collective action.

174 361 NLRB 126 (2014).


176 See Purple Communications, 361 NLRB No. 126 at *1, slip op. at 1.

177 Id. slip op. at 56 (Member Johnson, dissenting).

178 Id. slip op. at 58 (Member Johnson, dissenting).

179 Id. slip op. at 16 (“We are simply unpersuaded that an email message, sent using the employer’s email system but not from the employer, could reasonably be perceived as speech by, or speech endorsed by, the employer.”).

180 Id. slip op. at 57.
want them to." While this argument came in a dissent, it is a near certainty that employers appealing unfair labor practice charges based on the *Purple Communications* rule will continue to advance it.

In short, the boundaries of compelled commercial speech, spending, and association are acutely contested. Like many of the arguments discussed in this Part, the outcome of these cases will matter significantly for workers’ free speech and association; in a real sense, expanding employers’ or union objectors’ rights to avoid compelled First Amendment activity would come at the expense of the rights of groups of workers to engage in their own collective speech and association.

**B. The First Amendment Should Cover, and Should Protect Robustly, More Business Activities That Involve Speech.**

Another group of recent deregulatory First Amendment theories seek to expand the field that the First Amendment covers—that is, to bring activity formerly thought to be beyond the reach of First Amendment scrutiny within its ambit. Others have made this observation as well, noting that the Court’s recent decisions in cases including *United States v. Stevens* and *Brown v. Entertainment Merchants Association* “might be understood to create a strong presumption” that activities involving speech or expression are covered by the First Amendment. These cases sometimes arise in the workplace setting when enterprises that do their work through the “sweat of their jaws” seek to overturn limits on what they may say. But, as discussed below, some cases go further, challenging on First Amendment grounds even restrictions on spending on activities other than speech.

One set of cases argues for heightened scrutiny of occupational speech, an issue on which the circuit courts have splintered. Until recently, courts have generally held that “when [occupational] speech consists of advice or recommendations made in the course of business and is in any way tailored to the circumstances or needs of the listener, licensing that speech raises no

---

181 Id.
182 For an argument that *Zauderer* should be read narrowly, see Jonathan H. Adler, *Compelled Commercial Speech and the Consumer “Right to Know”*, 58 Ariz. L. Rev. 421, 434–37 (2016).
183 See Frederick Schauer, *The Boundaries of the First Amendment: A Preliminary Exploration of Constitutional Salience*, 117 Harv. L. Rev. 1765, 1768–69 (2004) (describing concept of First Amendment coverage, and stating that “even the briefest glimpse at the vast universe of widely accepted content-based restrictions on communication reveals that the speech with which the First Amendment deals is the exception and the speech that may routinely be regulated is the rule”).
cognizable First Amendment claim." But several more recent cases have sought to undo that principle. Many of these new cases arise in politically charged contexts; these include challenges to bans on physicians asking their patients about guns in the home, or therapists engaging in so-called "gay conversion" therapy, and a proscription against recommending medical marijuana. As was true of Bigelow, one can see these cases through the lens of viewpoint discrimination relatively easily. But just as Bigelow's argument against a politically charged ban on advertising abortion services soon translated to the more general Virginia State Board of Pharmacy, the argument that the First Amendment should robustly protect occupational speech will extend to decidedly more pedestrian contexts—for example, Hines v. Alldredge, in which a retired veterinarian challenged a statute forbidding the dispensation of veterinary advice without an in-person physical exam. The argument that the First Amendment prohibits occupational speech restrictions may be appealing in some of these contexts and repulsive in others, depending on one's take on the culture war issues implicated by various challenged statutes. For example, many readers will have a strong reaction to Wollschaeger, in which the panel began by describing Florida's restrictions on physicians asking patients about guns in the home as codifying "the commonsense conclusion that good medical care does not require inquiry or record-keeping regarding firearms when unnecessary to a patient's care." But stripping away the subject matter of the cases reveals uncertainty and disagreement among and within the courts of appeals regarding what level of First Amendment scrutiny applies to occupational speech restrictions. For example, the Ninth Circuit has stated both that "professional speech may be entitled to 'the strongest protection our Constitution has to offer'" in the context of doctor recommendations, but also that once those
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188 See Wollschaeger v. Florida, 814 F.3d 1159 (11th Cir. 2015) reh'g en banc granted, vacated, 2016 WL 2959373 (11th Cir. Feb. 3, 2016) (rejecting facial First Amendment challenge to statute that restricted physicians from asking patients about firearm ownership, or recording such information, in most circumstances, because statute could survive any level of scrutiny).
189 See King v. New Jersey, 767 F.3d 216, 220, 233 (3d Cir. 2014) (upholding statutory prohibition against practicing "gay conversion" therapy, and holding that "prohibitions of professional speech are constitutional only if they directly advance the State's interest in protecting its citizens from harmful or ineffective professional practices and are no more extensive than necessary to serve that interest"); Pickup v. Brown, 740 F.3d 1208, 1231–32 (9th Cir. 2014) (upholding state ban on "gay conversion" therapy and concluding that treatment was conduct rather than speech, and therefore subject to rational basis review).
190 See Conant v. Walters, 309 F.3d 629, 632 (9th Cir. 2002) (striking down federal prohibition against doctors recommending medical marijuana after concluding that the ban was viewpoint discriminatory).
191 See Hines v. Alldredge, 783 F.3d 197, 198–99 (5th Cir. 2015).
192 Wollschaeger, 814 F. 3d at 1168.
193 Conant, 309 F.3d at 637.
recommendations become “the actual provision of treatment,” they lose First Amendment protection altogether.\textsuperscript{194} The Third Circuit took a middle ground, analogizing to commercial speech, and applying intermediate scrutiny.\textsuperscript{195} And the Eleventh Circuit concluded that credible arguments supported the application of either intermediate or strict scrutiny, depending on whether the operative inquiry was whether the statute regulated professional speech, or whether it was a content-based speech restriction.\textsuperscript{196}

The outcome of this debate could have significant ramifications for the mine run of ordinary occupational regulations. To see why, consider \textit{Hines}. The challenged statute was probably adopted with the goal of promoting best veterinary practices, which a legislature could reasonably decide should involve seeing the patient. But Ronald Hines, the retired veterinarian who challenged the statute, acted responsibly by all accounts—mostly, he provided advice, often free of charge, to those who could not afford other veterinary care or who received conflicting advice from other vets. The Fifth Circuit concluded the First Amendment did not apply to regulation of the “practice of veterinary medicine” even when the regulation had an incidental burden on speech.\textsuperscript{197} But, had the Fifth Circuit gone the other way on that initial question (as some other circuits have in more charged cases), the application of First Amendment heightened scrutiny in the context of an as-applied challenge would at minimum present a significant question. And, although the answer to that question may not matter greatly in the context of a single well-intentioned veterinarian, the cumulative effect of legal challenges to the application of occupational regulation affecting speech could quickly become crippling, leading states to abandon their attempts to meaningfully enforce these regulations. Dissenting from denial of rehearing en banc in \textit{Pickup}, Judge O’Scannlain acknowledged as much, while arguing against the panel’s conclusion that the First Amendment did not apply to treatment:

Perhaps what really shapes the panel’s reasoning in these cases is not the principles supposedly distilled from the case law, but rather problematic and potentially unavoidable implications of an alternative conclusion. By subjecting SB 1172 to any First Amendment scrutiny at all, the panel may fear it will open Pandora’s box: heretofore uncontroversial professional regulations proscribing negligent, incompetent, or harmful advice will now attract meritless challenges merely on the basis that such provisions prohibit speech.\textsuperscript{198}

\textsuperscript{194} \textit{Pickup}, 740 F.3d at 1229.
\textsuperscript{195} King v. New Jersey, 767 F.3d 216, 233 (3d Cir. 2014).
\textsuperscript{196} Wollslagleger, 814 F.3d at 1185–86.
\textsuperscript{197} \textit{Hines}, 783 F.3d at 201.
\textsuperscript{198} 740 F.3d at 1220.
It is probably unsurprising that advocates of the deregulatory First Amendment have begun to challenge restrictions on professional communications—after all, those restrictions do directly limit activity that recognizably qualifies as speech, even if there might be good reasons to treat it as something else. But in another case, high-profile litigator Paul Clement has recently argued that depleting the money available for speech can implicate the First Amendment. This First Amendment theory is probably the greatest “reach” of those discussed in this Article; conversely, it has the greatest potential for damage to the regulatory state. If accepted, it would have the potential to do what many conservatives and libertarians had previously (but futilely) hoped the doctrine of regulatory takings would accomplish, and what Lochnerism did before that.

Though unsuccessful before a district court and the Ninth Circuit at the preliminary injunction phase, this argument was advanced in a lawsuit by the International Franchise Association ("IFA") challenging the treatment of franchises under Seattle’s $15 hourly minimum wage law. The law groups franchises as large businesses, which are required to phase in the minimum wage more quickly than small businesses, provided the entire franchise network, taken together, meets the threshold number of employees. As the IFA asserted in its complaint:

Commercial speech “is a form of expression protected by the Free Speech Clause of the First Amendment,” and the Ordinance will curtail franchisee commercial speech in at least three important respects. First, by increasing the labor costs of franchisees, the Ordinance will reduce the ability of franchisees to dedicate funding to the promotion of their businesses and brands. Second, the increased labor costs the Ordinance mandates may cause some franchisees to shut their doors, reducing the amount of relevant commercial speech they engage in to zero. Third, and relatedly, the Ordinance will likely cause potential franchisees to forgo purchasing a franchise because of the associated higher operation costs, again eliminating all associated speech.

This argument, if taken seriously, could be cause for alarm, depending on one’s risk tolerance or willingness to embrace Lochner-style arguments. Because any money could eventually be spent on speech, nearly any regulation that requires an individual or entity to spend risks interfering with speech,
and, under this reasoning, must be justified under heightened scrutiny. Read more charitably, the IFA’s argument seems to be that Seattle’s decision to classify franchises as large businesses will differentially decrease franchises’ ability to engage in speech. But business regulations almost always draw coverage distinctions. By focusing on speech, the IFA is attempting to get what it elsewhere acknowledged was unobtainable under the Equal Protection Clause—heightened scrutiny.205

Additionally, in its briefing in support of a preliminary injunction, the IFA made an alternative First Amendment argument based on free association rather than on free speech. The argument asserts that the Seattle ordinance violates the rights of free speech and association by defining franchise employers as “a business that operates ‘under a marketing plan prescribed or suggested in substantial part by a grantor or affiliate’ and is ‘substantially associated with a trademark, service mark, trade name, advertising, or other commercial symbol.’”206 As the IFA’s argument goes, “[m]arketing, trademarks, and advertising all involve protected speech, and a franchisee’s decision to associate itself with a franchisor’s trademark or engage in coordinated marketing and advertising is protected by the First Amendment.”207 Similar to the IFA’s primary argument, this argument was fundamentally similar to an Equal Protection claim, and if brought under the Equal Protection Clause would have been subject to rational basis review. Yet the IFA called for heightened scrutiny because a franchise has a contractual relationship with a franchisor.

The argument stretches the right of association a long way from its origins in NAACP v. Alabama ex rel. Patterson,208 or even its more recent incarnation in Roberts v. U.S. Jaycees209 and related cases. Moreover, Justice Sandra Day O’Connor disavowed all but minimal protections for the commercial right of association in her concurrence in Roberts.210 There is neither a privacy component to the IFA’s argument, nor a claim that Seattle is at-

205 Though not arising in the work law context, Verizon made a similar argument against the FCC’s net neutrality rule, though the D.C. Circuit ultimately did not reach the argument. See Verizon v. FCC, 740 F.3d 623, 634 (2014); see also Janai S. Nelson, The First Amendment, Equal Protection and Felon Disenfranchisement: A New Viewpoint, 65 Fl. L. Rev. 111, 143–44 (2013) (discussing a First Amendment theory of equal protection, but limiting her theory to instances where the differential treatment is imposed to engage in viewpoint discrimination).


210 See id. at 634 (“[T]here is only minimal constitutional protection of the freedom of commercial association. . . . The Constitution does not guarantee a right to choose employees, customers, suppliers, or those with whom one engages in simple commercial transactions, without restraint from the State.”); see also James D. Nelson, The Freedom of Business Association, 115 Colum. L. Rev. 461, 464 (2015) (“Although the Supreme Court has never explicitly endorsed the distinction between expressive associations and commercial associations, that basic dichotomy is commonly accepted in the law.”).
tempting to dictate who should be employed by franchises (though Seattle
could certainly do that under the framework established by Roberts and Boy
Scouts of America v. Dale). Rather, the argument is an attempt to adapt
the approach of cases such as Citizens United and United Foods in two
ways: first, the argument assumes that if there is a First Amendment right
enjoyed by individuals and certain associations, surely it must be enjoyed
equally by corporations; second, it posits that courts should generally not be
in the business of distinguishing between First Amendment activity for eco-
nomic purposes, versus for other purposes. So given that First Amendment
protection for individuals to associate for expressive purposes is established,
it is unsurprising that the argument that corporations should be able to asso-
ciate freely for economic purposes was not far behind.

C. Changing statutory baselines can disrupt First Amendment
entitlements.

A key element of Sunstein's theory of post-1970's First Amendment
Lochnerism was the treatment of "the existing distribution of wealth and
entitlements, and the baseline set by the common law," as a constitutional
imperative. But some new First Amendment arguments go a step further,
arguing that statutory baselines can also create First Amendment entitle-
ments. The argument is that moving a statutory baseline in a way that makes
private speech more difficult or less desirable should be scrutinized under
the First Amendment, particularly if the baseline was moved with an intent
to make speaking less appealing. Or, as the Chamber of Commerce put it in
a challenge to the Department of Labor's rule expanding the universe of
professionals obligated to disclose their union avoidance "persuader" activity,
"a new intervention by the federal government into the marketplace of
ideas" raises "serious First Amendment doubts."

An early, and high profile, example of this argument came in response
to the Employee Free Choice Act ("EFCA"), which was introduced in
2007 and again in 2009, but never became law. One important aspect of
EFCA would have changed the way workers elect a union representative.
Specifically, instead of permitting an employer to insist on a union election
conducted by the NLRB, it would have required the Board to certify a labor
union as the exclusive representative of a group of employees once a major-

\(^{211}\) 530 U.S. 640, 648 ("The forced inclusion of an unwanted person in a group infringes
the group's freedom of expressive association if the presence of that person affects in a signifi-
cant way the group's ability to advocate public or private viewpoints.").

\(^{212}\) Sunstein, supra note 19, at 874.

\(^{213}\) Brief Amicus Curiae of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America in
Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Preliminary Injunction, Associated Builders & Contractors of

\(^{214}\) S. 1041, 110th Cong. (2007); H.R. 800, 110th Cong. (2007). In 2007, EFCA passed
the House, but failed cloture in the Senate.

ity of those employees signed cards authorizing the union to represent them. This election process—which is currently permissible but not required under the NLRA—is known as “card check.”

In 2008, Richard Epstein argued that the card-check provisions of the proposed EFCA violated the First Amendment. His argument was that if EFCA made it possible for an organizing campaign to take place in secret, employers would lose their most meaningful opportunity to oppose a union drive. But, EFCA did not ban employer speech; rather, Epstein’s argument was that depriving employers of knowledge of a union drive would violate the First Amendment because (1) the knowledge would give employers an incentive to speak; and (2) employers would have received the information under the pre-EFCA NLRA.216 Epstein further elaborated on his First Amendment argument in his monograph, The Case Against the Employee Free Choice Act. There, he argued that card check would “infringe the ordinary rights of political association that are guaranteed to workers, and perhaps their employers, under the First Amendment.”217 The details of the argument are somewhat opaque, but in general, Epstein argues that card check is more likely to violate the Constitution in the private sector than in the public sector because government is binding private firms rather than itself; that a desire to increase union density cannot overcome intermediate scrutiny because the motivation behind EFCA was “partisan, not social”; and that in sum, card check “has no clear legitimate end, and . . . [would] terminate any and all rights of workers to participation in union affairs, while forcing employers to deal with unions when they are denied all opportunity to make their case against the union.”218

Given that EFCA never became law, there was no opportunity to test Epstein’s theories in courts. However, lawyers have recently relied on a similar theory in challenging the NLRB’s new election procedures rule.219 This new rule implements a suite of procedural changes that, taken together, shorten the time between the filing of an election petition and the date an NLRB election is held.220

The argument against this aspect of the rule is nearly identical to Epstein’s argument against EFCA—by shortening the time between when a
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216 See Richard A. Epstein, The Employee Free Choice Act is Unconstitutional, WALL STREET J. (Dec. 19, 2008), http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB122964977342320545; Richard A. Epstein, The Employee Free Choice Act: Free Choice or No Choice for Workers, MANHATTAN INST. FOR POLICY RES. (Mar. 29, 2009), archived at https://perma.cc/DJF5-YHEU (“The entire process can take place without a single word of public debate. It is not only the employer who does not speak. It is also workers who are denied a chance to participate in collective deliberation of the sort that is consistent with . . . union democracy . . . .”).


218 Id. at 97–98.


220 Id.; see also Jeffrey M. Hirsch, NLRB Elections: Ambush of Anticlimax?, 64 EMORY L.J. 1647, 1557–63 (explaining aspects of the election procedures rule that decrease time between filing and the election, such as streamlining pre-election challenges).
union files for an election and when the election is held, employers are deprived of the opportunity to oppose the union. The three Board Members who voted for the final rule rejected these arguments, offering a two-pronged response. First, they argued that "neither the proposed rule nor the final rule imposes any restrictions on the speech of any party."\textsuperscript{221} That is, it leaves employers free to engage in the same anti-union speech as before the rule—for example, the rule would do nothing to prevent an employer from beginning every workday with an anti-union message to its employees. Second, the majority "emphatically disclaim[ed] any . . . motivation"\textsuperscript{222} to limit employer influence in elections by shortening the time to campaign against a union. "As previously discussed, the problems caused by delay have nothing to do with employer speech."\textsuperscript{223}

On the other hand, Board Member Philip Miscimarra and then-Board Member Harry Johnson were persuaded by the argument against this rule, writing that:

In short, in respect to free speech concerns, the Final Rule has two infirmities. First, the Rule single-mindedly accelerates the time from the filing of the petition to the date when employees must vote in representation elections (indeed, the Rule overtly requires election voting as soon as "practicable" after a petition is filed). Second, the Rule irrationally ignores the self-evident proposition that, when one eliminates a reasonable opportunity for speech to occur, parties cannot engage in protected speech. In combination, these problems inescapably reflect the same uniform purpose and effect: To limit pre-election campaigning and curtail protected speech, contrary to the First Amendment, the Act and decades of case law establishing that all parties—and the Board—regard pre-election campaigns as vitally important.

The Chamber of Commerce echoed this argument in suing to invalidate the NLRB rule. The Chamber of Commerce argued in part that the rule violated the First Amendment, reasoning that "the Board’s rationale for limiting the opportunity for free speech is ‘the hallmark characteristic associated with every infringement on free speech: the government simply determines the speech is not necessary.’"\textsuperscript{224}

A district court rejected the Chamber’s First Amendment argument.\textsuperscript{225} As the court put it, "the Final Rule does not specifically burden employer speech, because all parties to the election proceeding are constrained by the

\textsuperscript{221} Representation - Case Procedures, 79 Fed. Reg. at 74318.
\textsuperscript{222} Id. at 74323 n.68.
\textsuperscript{223} Id.
same timeframe in disseminating their views to employees."²²⁶ Moreover, the court noted that the NLRB Regional Director, a government official charged with setting union elections, "retains discretion" to set the election date so as to ensure an adequate opportunity for employer speech.²²⁷

In addition, the court might have pointed to existing First Amendment case law regarding the rights of unions and union-represented employees, including Davenport v. Washington Education Association²²⁸ and Ysursa v. Pocatelio Education Association.²²⁹ Both of those cases involved changes to state law that made it more difficult for unions to collect fees from represented non-members. In Davenport, Washington changed its law to prohibit unions from using non-members’ fees for political expenditures without written authorization, and in Ysursa, Idaho changed its law to prohibit automatic payroll deduction of union PAC contributions. In both cases, the Court had little difficulty determining that the First Amendment was not implicated by a state changing its statutory baseline in a way that declined to facilitate union speech.²³⁰

Moreover, a statutory baseline, to which both Epstein and the NLRB rule challengers claim a First Amendment entitlement, is at most a legislative choice that facilitates speech. But it does not actually regulate either speech or communicative conduct—it merely sets out timeline for the NLRB to complete its own election process.²³¹ Davenport suggests that the First Amendment does not even apply to such legislative choices; to the extent there is a contrary argument, it would support at most very deferential review. And, that principle suggests it should not be fatal for the rule even if the NLRB had an intention to limit employer speech in order to improve the employee voice and association at work, though conceivably a problem could have arisen if, say, the rule had (counterfactually) represented a naked attempt to promote union membership in order to enhance electioneering in support of Democratic candidates for office.²³²

²²⁶ Id. at *25.
²²⁷ Id.
²³⁰ Davenport, 551 U.S. at 185 ("The mere fact that Washington required more than the Hudson minimum does not trigger First Amendment scrutiny."); Ysursa, 555 U.S. at 355 ("The First Amendment prohibits government from ‘abridging the freedom of speech’; it does not confer an affirmative right to use government payroll mechanisms for the purpose of obtaining funds for expression."). Hudson procedures are explained above, supra Part II.A.I.
²³¹ See Davenport, 551 U.S. at 191 ("Quite obviously, no suppression of ideas is afoot, since the union remains as free as any other entity to participate in the electoral process with all available funds other than the state-coerced agency fees lacking affirmative permission."); see also id. (noting that "First Amendment does not require the government to enhance a person’s ability to speak").
²³² Id. (statute intended to "protect the integrity of the election process, . . . which the voters evidently thought was being impaired by the infusion of money extracted from non-members of unions without their consent" was constitutional even if content-based, because it was not viewpoint discriminatory). Significantly, Justice Scalia did not state that viewpoint neutrality was required in order for the statute to be considered constitutional; he instead said
CONCLUSION

It is not just the Supreme Court, but also the economy, that has changed. "Today’s workers manipulate information, not wood or metal. Yet the modern, information-based workplace, no less than its more materially based predecessors, requires the application of community standards." But the First Amendment theories discussed above—which would cover more routine business activity, while also preventing government from either implementing collective regulatory schemes that require participant contributions, or making adjustments to existing law that affects incentives to speak—could threaten this regulatory project. This is especially true as the shift to an information economy means that more employers are dealing in data—even when workers are not.

As Ernest Young put it, "[i]t is . . . no longer possible to classify ‘free speech’ as a personal right separate from the concerns of ‘economic regulation.’" Young continued, "[i]f much economic regulation is also speech regulation, then the Court must either fundamentally narrow First Amendment doctrine to allow application of traditional rational basis review to economic regulation of speech or reintroduce meaningful judicial scrutiny into a large swath of regulatory activity."

Consider the following: First, Verizon and other internet service providers ("ISPs") have advanced the argument that the federal government could not mandate "net neutrality" because that step would "violate[] the First Amendment by stripping [ISPs] of control over the transmission of speech on their networks." That argument implies that the decision to slow download speeds for certain websites should be treated the same as an editorial decision to include or exclude an article in a newspaper. And, while the D.C. Circuit has not yet reached the issue, it is likely to recur. Sec-

that "Even if it be thought necessary that the content limitation be reasonable and viewpoint neutral," the statute satisfied those requirements. Id. Cf. Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co. v. MN Comm'r of Rev., 460 U.S. 575, 591 (1983) (tax on paper and ink was unconstitutional where it was targeted only a small group of newspapers).


Kendrick, supra note 20 at 1209 (discussing incentive to file deregulatory First Amendment cases in "an information economy, where many activities and products involve communication").


Id. at 925.


See Joint Brief for Verizon and MetroPCS, supra note 237, at 43 (arguing that "broadband providers possess ‘editorial discretion’").

See Verizon, 740 F.3d 623, 634 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (rejecting net neutrality order on other grounds).

In addition, the argument has spawned a large amount of scholarship, both pro and con. See, e.g., James Grimmelmann, Speech Engines, 98 MINN. L. REV. 868, 893 (2014) (arguing that search engines are more like "advisors" than "editors"); Jane Bambauer, Is Data Speech?,
ond, Uber, the ridesharing app, and other companies in the "1099 economy"241 have sought to avoid "employer" status by emphasizing that they are technology platforms that simply enable workers to "be their own bosses"—albeit "bosses" subject to significant constraints imposed by Uber itself.242 While Uber has not, to my knowledge, argued that the First Amendment protects its business model from interference by regulators, it is easy to see how the argument might go based on the arguments discussed above. For example, Uber might argue that its business model is about communicating information about the location of people who need rides to drivers who are willing to provide them for a certain price. If courts accept that premise, then it is a short jump to the argument that, by regulating (or even refusing to license) Uber, a city is suppressing a disfavored speaker.

That may sound farfetched (just as many of the arguments described in Part II may sound farfetched), but it is not purely theoretical. When the Federal Aviation Administration restricted the operation of the website Flytenow.com—essentially, a cross between Uber and Airbnb, the short-term accommodation sharing platform, for private planes—the Goldwater Institute argued that the regulation was invalid because “[p]rivate pilots have a First Amendment right to communicate their travel plans with others.”243 The D.C. Circuit rejected this argument, focusing first on the FAA’s ban on operating as a “common carrier” without a commercial pilot’s license, and then reasoning that “the advertising of illegal activity has never


been protected speech."\textsuperscript{244} However, that means that the D.C. Circuit's re-

ject ion of the First Amendment challenge hinged on the fact that the govern-

ment already regulated underlying non-speech conduct—it is less clear what 

that Court might have done in a scenario in which the non-speech conduct 

was not so easily identified.

Similarly, consider the app MonkeyParking, which "lets users auction 

off their public parking spaces" by posting to the app when they are about to 

vacate a public parking space and allowing other users to bid for information 

about the space's location.\textsuperscript{245} When San Francisco took the position that the 

app was facilitating the sale or rental of public parking spaces in violation of 

city law, MonkeyParking claimed in the media (though not in litigation to 

date) that "it auctions off information about the parking spaces," invoking 

the "First Amendment right to express and sell such information."\textsuperscript{246}

Finally, even First Amendment arguments that are unlikely to be ac-

cepted can matter; for example, Chicago reportedly considered a minimum 

wage ordinance modeled on Seattle's, but abandoning it in light of the IFA's 

challenge. As Jedediah Purdy recently put it: "The availability of these ar-

guments imposes (1) costs in litigation, (2) caution in drafting, and (3) gen-

eral uncertainty on those who support, design, and implement the policies 

that the novel arguments call into question."\textsuperscript{247} Thus, one problem with the 

emerging deregulatory First Amendment is that it can accomplish some of 

its aims without the courts ever adopting it; the increasingly real threat of 

expensive litigation by high-profile litigators can stay regulators' hands. 

Thus, in one sense, those advancing the deregulatory First Amendment are 

right—the translation of First Amendment doctrines developed in a pre-digi-

tal age are in need of an update. But key questions remain about how big the 

First Amendment will grow under any new approach, and the extent to 

which it will eclipse government regulation of the workplace.
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\textsuperscript{246} Cyrus Farivar, Parking Spot Auction Startup Defies San Francisco's Orders to Shut 

Down, ArsTECHNICA (Jan. 26, 2014), http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2014/06/parking-spot-

auction-startup-defies-san-franciscos-orders-to-shut-down/.
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